
	

Where are we? 

Start outdoors 

Find a place where your group can stand together in the garden at the back of Gawthorpe 
Hall. 

Your task 

Your group’s task is to make a map of Gawthorpe Hall using things you have collected. 

Look at the view 

Stand by the garden wall furthest away from the house (don’t climb on the wall). Look out at 
the view of the land around Gawthorpe Hall. A lot of it belonged to the family who lived in 
the hall. What can you see? 

Walk around 

Stay together as a group, and walk around the outside of Gawthorpe Hall. You can make a 
quick drawing as you go to help you remember what you see and where you see it. 

 You have lots of jobs to do as you walk, so if you want to, share these jobs out amongst the 
people in your group before you start walking: 

• Taking a good look at the shape of the building on all sides. You will include this on your 
map.  

• Looking out for other features in the garden that you will include on your map. You 
might want to include paths, walls and steps nearby. Will you include trees? 

• Looking out for features that are further away from the hall such as other buildings, 
fields, hills, the river. 

• collecting any materials that you can safely pick up (fallen leaves, pebbles, twigs for 
example. Nothing sharp. Do not pick from living plants). You will use these to make your 
map. 

Make your map  

1. Choose a clear patch of ground where you can lay the materials down to create your 
map.  

2. Work together to arrange the materials you have collected to create a map that shows 
Gawthorpe Hall and any other features you have chosen clearly. 

3. If you have a camera with you, take a photo of your map. 
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If you have time: discuss 

• Why do you think the family decided to build Gawthorpe Hall on a hill? 

• What are the differences between the garden and the land beyond the garden? 

• Why do you think they look so different? 

 



	

What is this place made of? 
 
Start in the entrance hall 

Gawthorpe Hall was built in 1600, but this entrance hall is not so old. Until 1850, there were 
lots of small rooms in this space. In 1850, two architects called Augustus Pugin and Sir 
Charles Barry redesigned it to create one large space divided by a wooden screen.  

Pugin and Barry liked to include carved wood and stone in their designs. Can you spot any in 
the Entrance hall? 

Find the tiles 

Barry and Pugin also liked ceramic tiles (ceramic is clay that has been baked hard in a kiln). 
Find the tiled floor in the entrance hall, near the front door. Augustus Pugin designed the 
patterns, they are the same as the tiles that he designed for the Houses of Parliament in 
London.  

Discuss the tiles 

Look carefully at the floor. Gently feel the tiles with an empty hand (not with a pen or pencil 
in your hand). Discuss these questions: 

• Do the tiles look old or new? Why? 

• What do the tiles feel like? Are they smooth, rough or bumpy? 

• Describe the patterns. 

• What do you think inspired Augustus Pugin when he designed these tiles? 

• How many colours are there on each tile? How many colours across the whole floor? 

• Describe the colours. Are they bright? 

• Describe the patterns the tiles are arranged in. Do they repeat horizontally, vertically or 
diagonally? Are there more than two tiles in the repeating pattern? 

Encaustic tiles  

These are encaustic tiles (say it “en-caw-stick”). The patterns aren’t painted on the surface 
of the tiles. Instead, the patterns are made by cutting shapes into the surface of the clay tile, 
and then filling in the shapes with clay of a different colour before baking the tile to harden 
it. This meant that the pattern couldn’t rub or chip off. Why do you think Barry and Pugin 
chose encaustic tiles for the floor here? 
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Draw a tile 

Each person in your group should choose one tile to draw. Each person should try to draw a 
different pattern. Make your drawing the same size as the tile. Do not colour in your drawing, 
but label it naming the different colours. 

If you have time 

Go out into the garden. Barry and Pugin liked including pattern everywhere in their designs, 
even outdoors. Can you find their patterned tiles in the garden? (Clue: Look at the steps.) 

Compare the tiles outdoors to the tiles you saw indoors.  

• Are the patterns the same or different?  

• Do the tiles look the same or different?  

• Do the tiles outdoors look new or old? Why?  

• What has happened to the tiles outdoors that hasn’t happened to the tiles indoors? 



	

What is this place for? 
 
Start outdoors 

Find a space where the whole group can stand together and look at the outside of the 
building. 

Gawthorpe Hall was built in the 1600s for Reverend Lawrence Shuttleworth and his family. 
Take a look at the outside of the building and discuss these questions. 

• What do you think of Gawthorpe Hall? Do you like it? Why or why not? 

• What do you think the people who lived here were like? What makes you think that? 

Get ready to explore 

• Each person needs a piece of paper and a pencil.  

• Divide your piece of paper into quarters by folding it in half once across the length, and 
once across the width. Open the paper out, flat. 

• Write these words on your sheet: 

Window 

 

Long gallery 

Ceiling 

 

Wall 

 

Explore and record 

Mansions like this were built by rich families to show off how wealthy and stylish they were. 
In the 1600s the Shuttleworth family hired Robert Smythson to design them a fashionable 
home. Smythson was a famous architect who designed grand homes for many rich families 
in England. 

Stay together as a group and explore the hall.  

Look out for parts of the hall that the architect included to make it look fashionable or 
expensive: 

• Windows. Glass was very expensive in the 1600s, so including large windows, or lots of 
little ones, was a way to show off wealth (as well as letting in lots of light). 
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• A long gallery. This was a new idea in the 1600s. It was a big, open room that was as long 

as the front of the house. Guests could walk up and down and admire the paintings. 

• Decorated ceilings. In the 1600s, it was fashionable to decorate ceilings with patterns 
using plaster. Plaster is white, and can be poured into moulds and left to harden, or 
carved into shapes. Plaster ceilings were expensive because they took skilled workers a 
long time to make. 

• Wood on the walls. This is called panelling. The stone walls were covered up with panels 
of wood, carved with patterns. The wood (usually oak) was expensive, and the carving 
was too. 

When you spot some expensive-looking windows, the long gallery, a fancy ceiling or wood 
panelling, stop and take a look. Discuss: 

• What does it look like?  

• Do you think it is impressive? Why or why not?  

• What do you think a visitor in the 1600s would have thought of it?  

Use each quarter of your page to record what you see by making quick drawings. Record 
your ideas by noting down a few words or sentences.	



	

How has this building 
changed? 

Start outdoors 

Stand in the garden so you can see the front of Gawthorpe Hall. This is called the façade of 
the building, which comes from an old French word for face. (Say “ç” like “s”). 

Drawing challenge 

1. Work in pairs. Partners stand back-to-back so that only partner A can see the façade. 
2. Make sure partner B has paper and a pencil or pen. 
3. Partner A must secretly choose one part of the façade to describe (e.g. the door or a 

window). 
4. Without saying which part of the façade they have chosen, A must describe it to B, using 

as much description as possible. B will draw what A describes. 
5. When the drawing is finished, B can look again at the façade and try to spot which part A 

had described. Does the drawing look like the building?  
6. A and B swap places and play again. 

The story of Gawthope Hall  

Gawthorpe Hall was built 1600-1604. Richard Shuttleworth lived here until he died in 1669. 
After that, no one lived here for many years. When members of the Shuttleworth family 
started to live here again in the 19th century, they began to fix up the building and make 
changes to it. 

The biggest changes happened in 1850-52, when Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth hired two 
architects called Charles Barry and Augustus Pugin to redesign the hall. The hall has hardly 
changed at all since then. So today you can see the 17th century hall plus the parts that were 
added on or changed by Barry and Pugin in the 19th century. 

Compare  

Look at the painting of Gawthorpe Hall on the back of this card. This painting was made in 
the early 18th century, and this is probably what Gawthorpe Hall looked like when it was first 
built in the 17th century. Compare the painting to the façade as you see it now.  

• What did Barry and Pugin add to the façade? 
• What other changes did Barry and Pugin make? (look at the door, the windows, the top 

of the building and the bottom of the building). 
• What didn’t Barry and Pugin change? (What has stayed the same?) 
• Barry and Pugin tried to make their changes match the 17th century style of the hall. Do 

you think they succeded? Why or why not? 
• Why do you think the hall’s 19th century owners wanted to make changes to the 

building?  
• Do you prefer the building before or after Barry and Pugin’s changes? Why? 



	 	18th century painting of 
Gawthorpe Hall 

 

Detail from an early 18th century painting of Gawthorpe Hall, reproduced with Lord Shuttleworth‘s permission  



	

What can buildings tell us? 
 
Start outdoors 

Stand outside the front porch (make sure you don’t block the doorway!). 

Shuttleworth and Kay 

Gawthorpe Hall was owned by many generations of the Shuttleworth family. The 
Shuttleworth family has a coat of arms, which was the family symbol. It had three weaver’s 
shuttles on it (but no one is sure why).  

In 1818 the hall was passed on to Janet Shuttleworth when her father died. In 1842 she 
married James Phillips Kay, and their family name became Kay-Shuttleworth.  

Spot the initials and coat of arms 

Find the initials K and S on the front door. 

Spot the Shuttleworth coat of arms above the front door, if you can. (There is a picture of 
part of the Shuttleworth coat of arms on the back of this card.) 

Discuss 

The architects who designed Gawthorpe Hall included the initials K and S and the 
Shuttleworth coat of arms in a lot of the decoration around the hall. Why do you think the 
family wanted to display their coat of arms and initials all over their house? 

Tour and draw With your group, explore Gawthorpe Hall looking for more K and S initials 
and Shuttleworth coats of arms.  

Draw some of your favourite examples as you go. 

Important rules! 

1. You can gently touch parts of the building to help you discover their materials, but touch 
with an empty hand (not with a pen or pencil in your hand). 

2. Do not sit on the chairs 
3. Walk don’t run. Take care on the stairs. 
4. Stay with your group. 

Clues 

• You might spot Ss Ks or coats of arms carved into stone or wood, moulded in white 
plaster or shaped from metal.  

• They might be on their own or worked into patterns.    
• You might see them over doorways,on the ceiling,in fireplaces, above mantlepieces. 
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If you have time 

Design a pattern to decorate your home that tells visitors who lives there. You could include 
your family’s initials or choose objects to symbolise your family. 

Shuttles 

	

This image is at the centre of the Shuttleworth coat of arms. It includes three shuttles, 
wound with thread.  

 

 

This is a drawing of an empty shuttle. Shuttles are wooden tools that are used to pull thread 
through machines called looms to weave cloth.	



	

Who was here? 

Start outside 

Find a spot where your group can stand together and look at the front of Gawthorpe Hall. 

By looking at the design of Gawthorpe Hall you can find out not only about the family who 
lived here, but also about the architects who designed the hall. 

Discuss  

What do you know about the architects just by looking at Gawthorpe Hall? 

• Did they like to design plain buildings, or fancy buildings? 

• Did they like to use straight lines or curved lines? Or both? 

• Which shapes did they use a lot in their designs? 

• Did they design muddled, rambling buildings, or neat, sensible buildings? 

All of these design ideas are part of the architects’ style. 

Robert Smythson 

Robert Smythson was the architect who designed Gawthorpe Hall in the 1600s. The shape 
and size of the building, the tower, and where the windows and front door is are all from his 
designs. Part of Smythson’s style was that he often used symmetry in his designs.  

Symmetry 

Look at the front of the main hall building – ignore the tower. Imagine a straight line that 
splits the hall in half, starting at the top of the hall, straight through the middle, down to the 
steps. The shape of the house and the way the windows are arranged on one side of the line 
are reflected on the other side of the line. The design of the front of the hall is symmetrical. 
(The tower is not placed symmetrically, because most of the tower is to the left of the 
imaginary line. The windows on the tower aren’t arranged symmetrically either).  

Sir Charles Barry and Augustus Pugin 

Charles Barry and Augustus Pugin were two architects who worked together to redesign 
Gawthorpe Hall in the 1850s. Their style was a bit more fancy than Smythson’s, but they also 
liked to use symmetry. When they changed the outside of the hall, they made sure it was still 
mostly symmetrical. 
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Make half a drawing 

• Find a partner. Make sure each partner has a piece of paper.  

• You will draw half of the front of the hall each. Decide who will draw the left half and who 
will draw the right half.  

• Put your sheets side by side and make a mark on both sheets to show where you will 
draw the top and bottom of the building. Leave space at the top for the tower, you will 
add it in later.  

 

• Use the edge of the page as the line of symmetry, and draw your half of the building.  

• When you have both finished, join your drawings together. Work together to add the 
tower to your drawing.	

If you have time 

• Why do you think these architects used symmetry in their designs?  

• No part of the design wasn’t symmetrical how would it change the way the hall looked? 
Would it change the way you felt about the building and its architects?  

If you became an architect what would your style be? Discuss with your partner.  

• Would you design houses like this or different buildings? 

• You would design symmetrical buildings? 

• What shapes and sizes would your building be? 

• Would your buildings be grand and impressive like this one, or would your designs 
impress people in a different way? 

• Would you design solid, neat buildings like this? Or would your buildings be cozy? Or 
fun? Or frightening? 

• Would you work on your designs alone? Or would you work with a partner like Barry and 
Pugin? Why? 
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